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 Rising Tides and New Horizons 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
Port Alberni Port Authority Announces Marina Coordinators Changing Facilities 
 
October 19, 2016 
 
Port Alberni – The Port Alberni Port Authority (PAPA) is pleased to announce the transition of 
Marina Coordinators among the marina facilities, effective November 1, 2016. 
 
These changes are in recognition that each of the Marina Coordinators have strengths that are 
valuable assets to all of our facilities. By sharing their experience and knowledge among the 
marinas the Port will ultimately offer a better guest experience to our visitors and patrons. In 
addition, this is an opportunity to expand each of the coordinators’ personal skill sets so they 
are able to continue to be successful in their careers. 
  
The transition of coordinators among the facilities will be as follows:  

 Nick Bordeleau of Fishermen’s Harbour to Clutesi Haven Marina; 

 Jen Hirmer of Clutesi Haven Marina to China Creek Campground & Marina; and  

 Angie Taylor of China Creek Campground & Marina to Fishermen’s Harbour.   
 
As an employee of the Port Authority since 2013, Nick Bordeleau has worked at each marina 
facility, and, therefore has a strong knowledge of their operations. During the last two years, 
Nick has been very successful as the Marina Coordinator at Fishermen’s Harbour where he 
has gained valuable experience working with the commercial fishing fleet. In this fast-paced 
environment, Nick has demonstrated that he works well under pressure, while multi-tasking to 
attend to the needs of various commercial fisheries. As an integral and dedicated part of the 
team, Nick will continue to be an asset as a Marina Coordinator at Clutesi Haven Marina where 
he will further enhance the welcoming facility Jen Hirmer has created for all our guests.   
 
Jen Hirmer joined the Port Authority in 2015 and brought with her a background in guest 
services.  Her engaging personality, solution oriented approach and her ability to multi-task 
has been an immense asset to Clutesi Haven Marina and the Port Authority. Our guests and 
patrons easily recognize her enthusiasm and dedication as she strives daily to exceed their 
expectations. The passion Jen has for our guests, along with her outgoing personality, will 
continue to be an asset as she takes on the rewarding challenge of continuing with the vision 
for China Creek Campground & Marina foreseen by Angie Taylor.    
 
As an employee since 2011, Angie Taylor has worked in various roles within the Port Authority. 
She has an extensive knowledge of all our marina operations, which is an invaluable asset to 
our guests and PAPA.  This diverse experience has enabled her to adapt quickly to situations 
and work towards solutions. Over the past two years, Angie has brought her dedication and 
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passion to China Creek Campground & Marina where she built strong guest relationships while 
creating a guest experience that is welcoming to new visitors and our seasonal camping 
guests. With a proactive, forward thinking approach, Angie will bring a strong operational 
knowledge base to Fishermen’s Harbour that will contribute to the successes of the marina.  
 
Please join me in thanking our Marina Coordinators for their contributions and successes in 
their current marinas. In addition, please join us in welcoming Nick, Jen and Angie to their new 
facilities as they bring along their experience as they accept exciting new challenges that 
ultimately reflect our vision to be a thriving and diversified port.  
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For more information contact: 
 
Cecilia Addy, Manager Marina Services 
250-723-5312 
caddy@alberniport.ca 


